Corona News 03/23/2021 Night MPK violations of stubborn heads and Co.
123 million infections worldwide Germany reached 2,678,000 with 74,824 deaths
Infection rates: USA 30 million, India 11.6 million, Brazil 12 million, Russia 4.4 million EU: France
4.3 million, Spain 3.2 million, Italy 3.4 million England 4.3 million 2.7 million deaths worldwide.
Turkey Argentina Colombia Mexico over 2 million 22 countries over 1 million.
Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center
Provided by the Johns Hopkins Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE)

WOW - a new record. The results of the MPK on Monday were presented to the press today, Tuesday
night, at 2.37 a.m. I really want to limit myself to the core statements, as always there was a lot of talk.
The first sentence from Ms. Merkel: Today we worked intensively, again suggests what was going on
there. We have rethought today - these 2 key statements give hope for great things. Then the content:
Researchers now understand the virus better (it doesn't even come across in talk shows and
interviews) and doctors can now treat patients better (how, we have a remedy for corona, that's new
to me). We are in the middle of the 3rd wave, in counties with an incidence of more than 100 for 7
days, further measures must be taken, e.g .: wearing masks even in the car with different households
or exit restrictions. These are issued accordingly by the district.
April 1st and 3rd are days of rest, only systemically important shops are allowed to open; Principle: We
stay at home. Meetings are forbidden these days, outdoor restaurants have to close. There should be
5 days of rest in order to at least keep the infection curve stable. After Easter comes the phase of
extensive tests in the test centers, schools and companies, which have to submit an implementation
report for 2 tests / week. Further help for companies that have been particularly hard hit will be
decided shortly. Tests by the flight crew + passengers for flights to Germany before the return flight
will come. If you don't do this, you can't come back.
No new date for a meeting was given. 2 points still in relation to this MPK: In many public alleged
factual media the news was spread of an upcoming lockdown until April 18th and other drivel from
unpublished documents. You should always wait and see what really comes next. Pure mood-making.
And some of the journalists present had a hearing impairment who simply ignored Mr. Seibert's
announcement, only 1 question per journalist because of the late time. The event ended at 3.16 a.m.
What's going on in Germany? Last week again everywhere in Germany and also in other European
countries demos against the conditions of the government. When you hear so many citizens, I wonder
where they were let out. Especially when I hear the saying at demos that people demonstrate for
freedom and against dictatorship. If we had a dictatorship in Germany, there would be no people on
the street at all. Since I live near Kassel, I would like to briefly say something about this: First the city
forbids all demonstrations and gatherings, then judges overturn the decision with a decision of the
Hessian Administrative Court, then the city imposes requirements such as mask compulsory and a
maximum of 6000 participants, only stationary demo, no train. Then the day of the demo comes,
around 20,000 come, large parts without masking requirements and no distance, and at least parts of
the demos go through the city center and break through barriers to the city center, and then some
citizens wonder and speak of police violence on social media when the police get tough.

On the one hand, we can only thank the judges responsible for their foresight, who made the whole
thing possible with the misjudgment, which was clear from previous experiences without foresight,
and on the other hand, the city of Kassel could not get it under control, to crack down on the demo
more consistently and ultimately to some sick demo participants who believe they can do anything
and simply ignore prohibitions and guidelines, and if they are then attacked hard by the police, falling
back into their childhood and police violence to speak. The violations would have to be dealt with much
more severely. That’s about the demos. EXACTLY these guys who stay there without a mask, without
a distance and without complying with the rules, are the ones who make sure that this pandemic never
goes over, but are too stupid to notice it themselves. A police operation in Duisburg is going exactly in
this direction, where a children's birthday party with 29 people is being broken up by the police,
including 17 adults. Some just think they can do anything. Here the police can and MUST finally take
tough and consistent action, dull warnings or the like are no longer enough. Anyone who still violates
laws and regulations regarding Corona is doing it knowingly, deliberately and deliberately. And there
MAY be a pardon more, otherwise we will talk about a corona pandemic in 2025. The unteachable
have to get sensitive fines, in case of repetition, deprivation of liberty, so that their fun society finally
has an end. I can no longer hear or read these incidents, NOW must be the end.
There is more news in matters of wrong or faulty masks that have been delivered to Lower Saxony. As
the Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung researched, a company active in the cell phone sector had ordered
around 30 million surgical masks from China and sold them to the country. But the proper labeling on
the packaging is missing, as is the instruction leaflet, as usual. In addition, the masks had the wrong CE
certification mark and did not meet the specified requirements. Legal steps are a problem, however,
because the company is now in bankruptcy. This comes about when the state buys masks from
companies that actually only want to share in the profit, which Spahn had advertised at the time with
its everyone's delivery policy, in which many companies from outside the industry had participated.
That is now falling on his feet and the countries. In addition, there should be trouble from the
insolvency administrator due to unpaid bills.
But who now thinks that I would have named all the black sheep today, no, some are added every day.
Once you've named one, there are new ones. Where there is money there are black sheep; where
there is a lot of money, there are many black sheep. And where is the money at the moment:
vaccinating and testing. Let's stick with testing.
As soon as there are the test centers, there are already the first scuffles there. As recently became
known, fake PCR test results were sold in a test center in Germany, the certificate was nicely stamped
and signed off with an alleged doctorate; 120 euros were collected for it. Seriously, you ask yourself
who wants to cover up your positive test by buying a negative test result, because only in this direction
does it make sense. Here, of course, the public prosecutor's office must not only impose punitive
measures against the seller in the test center, but also against the recipients of the false certificates
who recklessly risk the health of other citizens.
Interesting news also from South Africa: Due to the limited effectiveness of the AstraZeneca vaccine
against the mutation of Corona in South Africa, millions of doses are now being sold and the
vaccinations are being postponed for the time being. We are waiting for the approval and distribution
of Biontech and Johnson & Johnson, interestingly enough, Moderna was not mentioned.
And speaking of vaccinations: I would have some interesting figures to offer in terms of side effects,
especially because there are currently so many false reports, including from official bodies or experts.
Of course, there is a comparatively high and higher number of side effects with the corona vaccines
than with other vaccines, there can be no question of them being the same as with other vaccinations.
An outright lie.

As shown by the European database on suspected drug side effects, which also includes the vaccines,
almost 6 times as many side effects occurred with the corona vaccines as with the flu vaccines in the
same period of time X, comparison of 3x flu vaccines and 3x corona vaccines. And, as I said, with the
same observation period. But if you add the number of vaccinations, because the flu vaccinations are
many times higher than the previous corona vaccinations across the EU, the differences in numbers
become even more dramatic. So if you are talking about the usual vaccine reactions or side effects that
occur everywhere, you are not telling the truth. And on top of that, the long-term effects are not even
known in comparison to the flu vaccinations. In numbers (flu 35,000 reported side effects, Corona
199,000 side effects reported, figures until March 20, 2021).
Then I would like to briefly go into the whole Mallorca discussions. You can talk about whether riskfree must be in these times, maybe you should have done that beforehand, now it has happened. But
that now, it is said, is being considered to require a quarantine after return and tests on return, I can
no longer understand. If the government can't finally bring itself to make an important decision within
a short time and not always complain about everything for days and weeks, we've already had that
with all possible corona measures and nothing clever comes out of it. Even the dumbest man on the
government bench must have noticed that by now. Quarantine and tests are a must, that's what all
the experts say and common sense, now finally do it. But no, instead the Mondays chatter for hours
again in the MPK about changes, and not because something clever comes out of it, but because they
don't agree. And nobody needs to expect a big hit, but not from the participants. We now have 0.30
a.m. and still no PK. It's just ridiculous.
Therefore, at the end of today's complaint report, a note about the eternally negative reporters who
want to point out the population of tens of thousands of bankruptcies that are supposed to come, as
predicted in 2020, but stupid talk does not help, did not come. But on the contrary. The published
figures from CRIF Bürgel GmbH show that from 2019 to 2020 company bankruptcies have even
decreased by 16.5%. That this is reflected in the massive financial injections of various kinds is a
completely different matter. The fact is that the predicted wave of insolvencies did not exist and will
not be due to the ongoing aid. It is better to look at how many private individuals are in financial need
because of months of short-time work benefits and later tax refunds, but most of them are of little
interest, especially the highly paid politicians.

